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Abstract— Ball mill is used to crush partials into powder 

form. Calcined bauxite can be manufactured with the help of 

ball mill by grinding the raw bauxite and converting it to 

required fined grade. Calcined bauxite is used to make 

refractory bricks, abrasives and for steel polishing. Here I 

have discussed some issues with the ball mill grinding 

process like moisture content, its drawbacks on efficiency 

and how to remove this moisture content from the process 

and how to increase the efficiency of ball mill. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is based on the producing calcined bauxite with 

the help of ball mill. Calcined Bauxite is obtained by 

calcining (heating)    superior grade Bauxite at high 

temperature (from 850 °C to 1600 °C). This removes 

moisture thereby increasing the alumina content. Compared 

to an alumina content of about 57 % to 58 % in raw Bauxite, 

Calcined Bauxite has an alumina content of 84 % to 88 %. 

The heating is carried out in rotary kilns. Company operates 

one kilns at its plant Calcination is done at different 

temperatures ranging from 850 °C to 1600 °C depending 

upon the customer’s requirement. Objective of our project is 

to draw attention towards the following problems:- 

1) To remove moisture from ball mill. 

2) Increase efficiency of ball mill. 

 It is an industrial research which is held in 

MATRUKRUPA CALCINE INDUSTRY GUJARAT. 

II. COMPANY PROFILE 

A. Company Production:  

 Tiles surface finishing powder 

 Raw material for refectories cement 

 Calcine bauxite 

B. Row Material:  

 Raw bauxite 

 Bauxite 

 Cinaclate 

 Micro fine 

 Raw clay and other materials 

C. Equipment Used: 

 Ball mill 

 Gradation unit 

 Kilns 

 Elevators 

D. Ball Mill: 

 Capacity:- 50 tons/day 

E. Specifications: 

 Length:- 20 feet 

 Internal diameter: - 6 feet 

 Grinding media: - stones ball 

 Diaphragm used: - 3 

 Distance of diaphragm: - 6 feet (from each other) 

 Motor capacity: - 60 hp 

III. TYPES OF PROCESSES 

Matrukrupa calcined industry is a mainly manufacturer of 

calcined bauxite. 

Company has one unit in jamkhambhadia. 

Mainly manufacturing of calcined bauxite can be done in 2 

ways. 

1) Ball mill  

2) Kiln 

Company has 1 ball mill and 1 kiln. 

Manufacturing of calcined bauxite through ball mill. 

 Process: 

 Calcined bauxite can be manufactured with the 

help of ball mill by grinding the raw bauxite and converting 

it to required fined grade. 

A. Raw Material: 

 
Fig. 1: Raw Material 

Company uses mainly 3 componnet as a Raw material. 

1) Raw bauxite 

2) Caclined bauxite 

3) Calined clay 

 This raw material is first of all imported from 

suppliers and then it is collected in company in figure we 

see a heap of raw bauxite. 

B. Supplied To Ball Mill: 

This raw material is kept as a heap at one place and as per 

the requirement it is supplied to ball mill for grinding. 

 Workers are kept there for supplying the raw 

bauxite as well as maintaining it and keep it safe from other 

factors. 
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Fig. 2: Supply to Ball Mill 

 As shown in figure we have arrengement for 

feeding raw material in ball mill simmiller as grinding mill 

of wheat. 

  Ball mill is one type of shell which  have 3 

diaphragms between this 3 diaphragms there is certain 

distance. 

 A Ball mill is a horizontal cylinder partly filled 

with steel ball that rotates on its axis. Material fed through 

the mill is crushed by impact and ground by attrition 

between the balls. The grinding media are usually made of 

high-chromium steel but here company is using grinding 

stones. 

 
Fig. 3: Sample of Grinding Media 

There exists a speed of rotation (the "critical speed") at 

which the contents of the mill would simply ride over the 

roof of the mill due to centrifugal action. The critical speed 

(rpm) is given by: nC = 42.29/√d, where d is the internal 

diameter in meters. 

 Here we have internal diameter of ball mill as 

1.8288. 

So critical speed of our ball mill is nC = 42.29/√d, = 

42.29/√1.8288=31.27 

 now Ball mills are normally operated at around 

75% of critical speed, 

 So a mill with diameter 1.8288 meters will turn at 

around 23.45 rpm. 

The mill is usually divided into at least two 

chambers, (Depends upon feed input size), allowing the use 

of different sizes of grinding media. Large balls are used at 

the inlet, to crush clinker nodules (which can be over 25 mm 

in diameter). Ball diameter here is in the range 60–80 mm. 

In a two-chamber mill, the media in the second chamber are 

typically in the range 15–40 mm, although media down to 

5 mm are sometimes encountered. As a general rule, the size 

of media has to match the size of material being ground: 

large media can't produce the ultra-fine particles required in 

the finished cement, but small media can't break large 

clinker particles. Mills with as many as four chambers, 

allowing a tight segregation of media sizes, were once used, 

but this is now becoming rare. 

Stone size 

For two chamber ball mill 

1
st
 chamber 60-80mm 

2
nd

 chamber 15-40mm 

For better grinding:  

Alternatives to multi-chamber mills are: 

 Pairs of mills, run in tandem, charged with 

different-sized media. 

 Use of alternative technology (see Roll-presses 

below) to crush the clinker prior to fine-grinding in 

a ball mill. 

C. Construction: 

Ball mill is consisting of following parts:- 

1) Diaphragm: 

 

Fig. 4: DIAPHRAGM 

2) Power Transmission: 

 

Fig. 5: Electric Supply 

3) Outlet: 

 

Fig. 6: Outlet 
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4) Grinding Media: 

 

Fig. 7: Grinding Media 

5) Gradation Unit: 

 

Fig. 8: Gradation Unit 

6) Final Product: 

 

Fig. 9: Final Product 

D. List of Problems: 

PROBLEM 

NO 
PROBEM LIST 

 

1 

 

MOSITURE IN PRODUCT 

DURING OPERARTION 

 

2 

 

LESS EFFICIENCY 

 

 

3 

 

TIME CONSUMTION 

 

Table No. 1 

E. Problem Definition: 

1) PROBLEM-1: 

Due to moisture diaphragm of ball mill is jammed 

 CAUTION:- 

1) Output of product is reduced  

2) Product is not passed from one stage to another 

stage  

3) Efficiency is reduced  

4) Grinding is not done properly 

2) SOLUTION 1:- 

By passing the flow of hot air from inlet of the ball mill – 

 
Fig. 10: Ball Mill 

 When we passed hot air in inlet of ball mill little 

moisture is remove due to heating of air and heat from 

grinding media from row material. When moisture content is 

in small quantity we can used this types of solution by 

providing air pre heater before inlet of ball mill and heating 

air pass from inlet of ball mill. Installation cost of pre heater 

is more but benefit is also done in ball mill.  

 A current of air is passed through the mill. This 

helps keep the mill cool, and sweeps out evaporated 

moisture which would otherwise cause hydration and disrupt 

material flow. The dusty exhaust air is cleaned, usually with 

bag filters. 

 Now a Working day jamming of diaphragm is done 

approximately 20 to 25 time of month. 

  Due to installation of air pre heater rise in 

production  

 Approximate 2hours for each time of problem so 

20*2=40 hours to 25*2=50 hours’ time is taken 

IV. APPROXIMATE COST 

Price of raw 

material 
1600 rs/tonne 

Packing charge 150rs/tonne 

Man power 300rs/tonne 

Total price 2050/tonne 

Selling price 2500/tonne 

Benefit 2500-2050=450/tonne 

19tonne/day 19/24=0.8 tonne/hours 

Increase of our 

production 

40*0.8=32 tonne or                                                  

=50*0.8=40 tonne 

Total benefit 
32*450=14400rs to 

40*450=18000rs 

Table:  2 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bag_filter&action=edit&redlink=1
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A. Solution 2: 

By providing necessary arrangement of heating the product 

before inlet 

When moisture content is more then remove them before 

feed into ball mill. This type of arrangements require few 

steps- 

1) Store Raw Material In Specific Space. 

 

 

Fig. 12: Wrong Method to Inlet 

 

Fig. 13: Screw Conveyor 

 Provide heating arrangement on both sides of screw 

conveyor and heating row material to remove moisture 

content from raw material. 

B. Efficiency: 

Efficiency can be increased up to certain percentages by 

applying these two solutions. 

C. Linear Wear: 

Due to wear liners are wearied up. 

 

Fig. 14: LINER 

D. SOLUTION:-3: 

If We Used Casting Metal as Media and Hard Steel Liner 

 

Fig. 15: Metal as Grinding Media 

E. Capacity of Ball Mill: 

Raw material capacity(tonne/day) 

Raw bauxite 19 

Calcined  bauxite 14 

Calcined clay 22 

Table 3: Ball Mill at Perfect Condition 

F. Approximate Benefit after Solution: 

Raw mater 
Approximate 

capacity(tonne/day) 

Raw bauxite 30 

Calcined  bauxite 20 

Calcined clay 32 

Theoretical   

Capacity 
50 tonne/day 

Running material 

used in ball mill 
Raw bauxite 

Increase in 

production of 

Raw bauxite 

30-19=11tonne/day 

Profit 11*450=4950/day 

Table 4 

http://ballmill.co.in/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/ball-mill-screw-conveyor.jpg
http://ballmill.co.in/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/ball-mill-screw-conveyor.jpg
http://ballmill.co.in/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/ball-mill-screw-conveyor.jpg
http://ballmill.co.in/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/ball-mill-screw-conveyor.jpg
http://ballmill.co.in/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/ball-mill-screw-conveyor.jpg
http://ballmill.co.in/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/ball-mill-screw-conveyor.jpg
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Installation cost when used casting material media & hard 

steel liner. 

G. Approximate Cost to Maintenance: 

Require media 3 tonne 

Price 75rs/kg 

Cost 75*1000=75000/tonne 

total cost 75000*3=225000rs 

hard steel liner 10000rs 

total cost 
225000+10000=235000 

rs 

Recovery of cost of 

installation of casting 

material media & hard 

steel liner: 

 

Approximate. 47-50 day 

 

Table 5: 

V. CONCLUSION 

In my conclusion I would like to say that if we draw our 

attention towards this problem and by solving this problem 

we can reduce the wastage of time during production and By 

applying proper solutions for moisture removing we can 

prevent the diaphragm getting jammed and also by changing 

process parameters like media and liners it might be result in 

increase of efficiency. 

 After project work being carried out we can 

conclude that by applying proper solution of following 

problems, 

MOISTURE REMOVING 

APPROXIMATE 

INCREASE IN HOUR 

OF PRODUCTION 

APPROXIMATE 

BENEFIT 

32 to 40 hours/month 14400 to 18000rs/month 

BY CHANGING MEDIA 

INCREASING 

CAPACITY IN TONNE 
BENEFIT 450/TONNE 

11tonne/day and 330 

tonne/month 
148500rs/month 

Table 6: 
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